Prolific Earth
Sciences
The goal is improving soil health and carbon
content, and the tool is microBIOMETER ®
There are more microbes in a handful of living soil than there are humans
on this planet. We are just now starting to truly understand how vital the
symbiosis is between plants and these microorganisms. Using a cell phone
app to read results in the field, microBIOMETER ® is the first cost effective
onsite test of soil health. Delivering soil microbial biomass and fungal to
bacteria ratio in only 20 minutes.

Product
Problem

Growers do not know
how their decisions are
impacting soil microbial
or carbon content
because they have no
fast, affordable testing
method. This is a
tremendous crop health
and carbon accounting
opportunity cost

Achievements

20-minute
test kit

Portable for
the field

Only 10%
Variability

Data stored in
the cloud

Lowest priced
option by 10x

v >$30K monthly sales
v Successfully launched two testing capabilities and an app
v Completed 3 accelerators (AgLaunch, Innova, Indigo Carbon)

Management Team
Dr. Judith Fitzpatrick, Ph.D.
Founder and Lead Scientist. A
microbiologist and a recognized
leader in development of on-site
diagnostic tests; holds 13 U.S.
patents.

Dr. Brady Trexler, Ph.D.
Director of Technology. A

neural sciences expert with a
specialty in computer visualization.
He pioneered the cell phone reader
for microBIOMETER.

Laura Decker, VP and
Business Development,

worked in public accounting and
industry in financial reporting and
accounting and small business
management.

Market

Read by cell
phone app

Customers
Now: Regenerative growers,
hobby cannabis, academia
Future: Carbon credit
validators, Commercial
growers, Commercial canabis,
AgTech giants

Competition
Solvita
PLFA – Lab based
Haney Test- Lab based
Soil Labs

Today:
TAM - Ag Testing: $5.3B
SAM - Soil Testing: $2.9B
SOM - Microbes: $119M
Future:
As carbon markets,
cannabis, and
regenerative ag expand,
we expect >14x market
growth

v Awarded multiple grants
v IP Patented
v 25K followers on social media

Competitive Advantage
Our test is faster, easier,m and
cheaper than existing competition. Our
patents, team expertise, market head
start and social media presence all give
us a headstart above any new players

Contact
microBIOMETER.com
(201) 732-6677
2101 Route 17K,
Montgomery, NY 12549
Info@microBIOMETER.com

